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ABSTRACT
This report provides a selection, description, and

summary of programs and research involving two languages of
instruction. It identifies theoretical questions raised in the
literature, but the main emphasis is on the structures, goals, and
outcomes of second language programs at the elementary school level.
Many issues discussed are specific to different types of programs,
such as those designed to achieve bilingualism for students from
dominant language groups (e.g., French or English immersion programs
in Canada), as well as native language programs that utilize the
mother tongue of students from minority language groups (e.g.,
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programs reviewed have been initiated in the United States, although
the changing situation in Canada and, specifically, Toronto is also
included. There is a clear indication that motivational and
attitudinal factors are related to the success of second language
programs. In addition, social-political factors must be considered.
Evidence suggests that students in second language programs do not
suffer academically, especially when longitudinal comparisons are
made with appropriate tests and controls. Furthermore, native
language programs may have specific benefits in the domain of social
and personal factors. (Author/KM)
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PREFACE

The following document provides a selection, description and

summary of programmes and research involving two languages of instruction.

It attempts to identify the general issues raised in the literature,

as well as to focus attention on factors which are specific to

particular types of programmes.

Evidence suggests that a good case can generally be made in

favour of second languag.,, programmes. However, the reader is

alerted that this document does not provide answers to many of the

theoretical questions that have been raised since the literature to

date is still confusing and incomplete. In practice, the dir3ction

taken by many programmes is largely based on social, political and

financial considerations.

For the people in the Toronto school system, it mir,ht also

be useful to consider this report IlthLn the following framework:

(a) recently, the dexad for programmes involving

maintenance of ative languages and cultuzes by

ethnic groups in Toronto has been increasing.

In addition, there are a number of French programmes,

includi.ag a few of the immersion variety.

Contained in t.is report is a discussion of the

concerns and characteristics which distinguish N

native language programme for an ethnic child in

one part of the city, from an intensive French

programme for an English-speaking child in another

part of the city.
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(b) In approving the experimental programme at General

mercer School, which involves the use of Italian as

a transitional language of instruction, the Toronto

Board requested that a research component be associated

with the project.

This report provides background reading for those who

are interested in the programme at General Mercer and

in the subsequent Research Department reports, which

this and other related Toronto programmes will give

rise to.
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FOR YOU:1(.1

"Als iemand du tall van een bericht n.i. t kan verstaan,

dan kan hij ook niet de bedoeling begrijpen; misverstand is bijna

onvermijdelijk."

The difficulties encountered by anyone suddenly immersed

into an unfamiliar language medium can be known only to those who

have had the experience. These difficulties and the processes by

which a person then begins to learn the new language are merely two

elements of the many areas of concern in the field of bilingualism.

For example, educators might be concerned with how to introduce the

language of instruction effectively to minority language children,

or how and when to teach a second language to other students. A

list of other areas of concern might include the affective influences

of bilingualism, on emotions, attitudes and self-worth, or theoretical

considerations, such as cognitive effects, and differences between

the mental processes of bilingual and monolingual persons, or the

political implications of bilingualism, or the financial and

administrative complexities.

"Bilingualism is so complicated a phenomenon that one has

the giddy feeling that in speaking of it one speaks of all things

at once." (Macnamara, 1967, p. 5)

Because bilingualism is a vast topic, and one could write

extensively on almost any one aspect, this paper will be restricted to

discussins pro:Tannes which use more than one language of instruction.

Within his area, consideration will be given to different types of

prorrammzs or models, the peeple t.o whom they are dire(!tc.d, the reasons



for which they were established, the results of the programmes, and the

relationship among these aspects. Because specific language programmes

have usually been introduced for very practical reasons, rather than to

demonstrate soma theoretical issue, many of the LheortLical issues can

not be resolved by the programmes and are thus beyond the scope of this paper.

Although this paper is basically concerned with the practical aspects of

bilingualism, there are some theoretical issues which cannot be bypassed

because of their implications for the implementation of second language

programmes.

alla111121LIElamleaa

One of these is the question of whether or not to separate

the two (or more) languages being learned. That is, how important

is it that the contexts, either of persons, place or time, of two

or more languages be distinct for a child. In theorizing about

bilingualism, Ayala (1971) and Barkman (1969) expressed the view that

the separation of the contexts of languages will produce a co-ordinate

system. In the coordinate system, it is theorized that a concept in

one language will always conjure up associations only in that same

language, that is, the two sets of referents, one in each language,

will function independently.

On the other hand Ayala and Barkman suggested that a

compound system will develop if the two languages have not been

separate. Compound bilingualism is viewed ns less efficient; the

reasoning behind this is that since the two languages have been mixed

in the environment and since they have a single set of representational

mediation processes, interference can occur. Ayala (1971) speculates

that the type of confusion resulting from compound interference would

be as follows: a word with only one meaning in the native language

but several in another language may be incorrectly translated intc



the vernaaar and 4Lerefore misunderstood. Assuming that these are

the :!eps involved, pl-cee,..zAng would necessarily be .lowc..r with a

compound system of bilinrunlim because of the translation or extra

mediation step.

It would appear that in order to ensure the development of

a coordinate bilingual system, it would be necessary to separate the

languages at the time of learning. Speaking one language at home and

the other at school, or instruc in the two aanguages at different

times of day with different instructors, could be a few practical ways

of achieving the separation. Taylor (1970) suggests that a compound

bilingual can eventually become coordinate if the two languages are

gradually shifted into separate domains. Although the optimal degree

of separation required to achieve the goal of coordinate bilingual

persons is net yet known, it is probably an important administrative

consideration. For example, is it sufficient or necessary to separate

the two languages in time? Although many second language programmes

have been established with at least some degree of separation, they

have not been accompanied by any research on the distinction between

coordinae and compound bilingualism.

Another factor which is not accounted for in the framework

of separating languages is the child's own contribution. Is it important

that the child himself not mix the two languagesp.or is it sufficient that

the rest of the world not mix them? ?revious investigations have demonstrated

that mixing is certainly a very common feature in young children learning more

than one language (swain, 1971, 1972) and most likely cannot be prevented.

In order to communicate, a child will use any tool available to him. The

specific language Le i. .:!" ft bor..,me un'.il he fails '4-, he

understood. In addition, since it is not possible to control the use and

separation of languages in the home, does not the tuestion of separation

become one of pure academic speculation?



Va:!eties o r:xing or code switching seem to be very common

for monolingual people who have only one language at their command.

Within this one language system, they have several variations which

they employ as a tool to e:ommunicate with different people or in

different situations. lymes (1967) lists such varieties as

whispering, loud speaking and exPluement as examples of the techniques

a monolingual speaker uses. Examples of switching between these

variations are very easily observed both in children and in adults.

It Las been suggested that language switching by bilingual speakers

is the same :4echanism as code switching for monolingual speakers

(Swain, 1971, 197;11 Gumperz, 197C). Gumperz gives examples of

language switching in bilingual adults which closely parallel he

variations used by monolingual speakers. He considered that instances

of switching were deliberate a:empts tn expression to :.he state-

men's rind were not merely mistakes.

swain observed language development in young children from

bilingual French-English homes. Their switching often produced

incorrect statements which .e.sulted from adding an expression or

rule appropriate only to forming TlesUons in French, to English

questions as well. From her evtdence, Swain proposed common

storage for the two languages in which the appropriate language tag

would be added to the elements stored as differences between the

languages were learned. She assumes that early =icing of two

languages by young children is due to lack of differentiation

rather than interference and that mixing disappears at the stage

at which a child differentiates the two languages. However, the

children in Swain's samples were from bilingual homes where the two

languages were mixed. Thus there remains the possibility that.



the observed lack of differentiation war duo to tha bilinrual home

situation and is not a necessary phase that all children exposed to

two languages pass through.

Al'nourL 14.1s issue has not been resolved it is still

reasonable to assume the universality of a otare in young children,

that of not differ ntiating between two lvnruages. Mot differentiatinr

inplies mixing languages which would appear to be a symptom of a

compound bilingual system. Perhaps it is only at a later stage

zf learning, when two languages can be differenliz.ted, cr)-

--(11n.ce biainru'tlisn can QXIC:. Perhaps 1. is only 'he def:-.e nr

efficiency with which any existing system is used that changes.

In theory, the distinction between compound and co-ordinate

bilingualimn is reasonable, but in practice, separating two languages

rlay be an impossible task outside of a controlled labora ory setting.

Abe and Second Langue Let ztrnin

Another theoretical ,iuestion is the age at which a child

should be introduced to a second language. For example, it is

generally thought that young children can learn another language

:ere easily than older children or adults because they are still

able to produce the variety of sounds required in different languages,

are more likely to imitate, and are less likely to be conscious of

making errors. In addition it has been suggested that a young childt..

mental flexibility is greater since he can treat the new forms and

rules of a second lairuage like new rules of his first language, which

he is still learninr, without forcing them into previously learned

pat. terns that may be inappropriate. Thus young children may pick up

new languages more unconsciously and may achieve a greater de-r

cf native-like pronunciation than older chi.drun and adul.,s.
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Further information on this topic may be obtained by referring to

Penfiuld 3aif and Sheldon (1969) and Ayala (1971). A trend

toward beginning second language programmes in the junior elementary

school graaes has followed from this knowled:e.

On the other hand, cider children and adults may be

personally motivated to learn a second langange and can rely on their

fluency in their mother tongue to facilitate their acquisition of an

addi'ional language. Their additional experience may compensate for

oheir i000 of flexibility in sound production and of mental flexibility,

(Perron, 197o).

The method of teaching a second language of necessity will

vary with the age of the students. For younger children, the languago

is generally introduced directly without translation through s'ories,

songs, rhymes and other classroom activities. Older children may benefit

frm additional inforrna+ion nbnut 'h- ryannfir and o'ructure of a

lani7uao.e since they can relate this to information they already possess.

Influence of Bilin lism on Intelli once

Another question often raised concerns the influence of

bilingualism on the intelligence of the speaker of two or more languages.

Both verbal and non-verbal intelligence measures have been considered;

however, armchair thinking has resulted in 4.wo diameorically opposed

theories. From one point of view, it was hypothesized that bilingualism

is an asset in concept formation and abstraction since it would encourage

the separation of 4hought and meaning from words, their physical

referents (Peal and Lambert, 1967). On the other hand it was

hypothesized that bilingualism Is harmful because knowing more than

one referent for the samo concept could create mental confusion because



of lingual interference and actually retard learning (Jenson, 1962;

Peal and Lambert, 1967).

In general, studies prior to 1960 on the effects of

bilingualism on intelligence may be broken down into three groups:

those finding no difference in intelligence between diglots and monoglots;

those finding an advantage for munoglots in either verbal or non-

verbal intelligence; and those finding advantages for diglots.

Reviews of the studies investigating the relationship

between intelligence and bilingualism are abundant; the reader

may wish to refer to the following: Jenson, (1962); Taylor (1970);

Peal and Lambert (1967); and Macnamara (1966). The consensus of

opinion is that none of the early studies were properly controlled.

Bilingual and monolingual subjects often differed in age, sex

and socioeconomic status. Adequate and consistent measures of

bilingualism were also not generally used. For example, students

in the United States were assumed to be bilingual if they had a

Spanish surname, or if they had been instructed in a second language.

Proficiency in the two languages was not rated so it is quite con-

ceivable that some of the younger children who were tested were

barely capable of expressing themselves in any language.

Defining and measuring bilingual ability is one of the

important details which should be considered. Closely related to

it is the cultural background of the children being tested. If it

is different from the monolingual culture on which most tests have

been standardized, the tests themselves should be carefully examined

for cultural bias. In view of the inseparability of language and

culture, the cultural experiences of a "bilingual" person are



inevitally unlike tho.:le of his monolingual peer. Thus there is

no guarantee that differences between groups can be attributed to

linguistic differences alone.

Even the language of testing must be taken into account.

Many of the "bilingual" children have been selected from non-English-

speaking or immigrant families. Is it then preferable to test in

the child's first language in which he has had no formal instruction,

or his second language which he has not yet mastered? Both mey

provide an inaccurate estimate of his real ability.

Peal and Lambert (1967) tried to settle the controversy about

.he influences of bilinraalisn on various lspec.s of intelligence.

In a well-controlled study, they made certain tnat their two samples

did in fact consist of bl.Lingual and monolingual children by clearly

defining bilinrualism as balanced ability in the two languages.

Children in their study, all from French backgrounds, were judged

to be balanced bilingual on the basis of four different criteria:

giving an equal number of associations to stimulus words in both

lunguages; detecting elual numbers of French and English words

embedded in sequences of about' fifteen letters; meeting a specified

criterion on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test in English; and

rating oneself as being able to speak, understand, read and write

the two languages equally well. Socioeconomic status, age and sex

were controlled. A variety of intelligence tests was administered,

including both verbal and non-verbal components.

an non-verbal suLtests requiring concer formation or symbolic

flexitili-y, .ho s'uden's were superior; c-n spa4ial or

perceptual tests, there were no differences in performance between

the two groups. Overall, the bilingual group performed significantly



better on most of the verbal and non-verbal subtests which were

administered.

Macnamara (1966) criticized Peal and Lambert for relying on

the Peabody Vocabulary score in English, which is also a measure of

I.Q., as the determining factor in selecting the bilingual children.

He felt that this created a serious bias toward including only the

brighter children in the study.

Lambert and Anisfield (1969), however, refuted Macnamara's

attack by explaining that the vocabulary score was necessary to

eliminae thcL.o children whose abilities In Fro.n6h an English were

balanced but minimal. They had been further Vssured y the teachers

that repeating the vocabulary test in French was unnecessary. In

addition, the French achievement of the monolingual and bilingual

students, as measured by school grades, did not differ, adding

support to Lambert and Anisfield's claim that their bilingual sample

was not biased. They therefore maiutainea, on the basis of the

obtained intelligence measures, that bilingualism has not been

shown to negatively influence intellectual development.

Two more recent studies in this trea report advantages

for those who are bilingual, not in the traditional domain of

intelligence tests but in specific cognitive functions. Liedtke and

Nelson (1968) found that bilingual grade one pupils scored higher

in a series of Piagetian conservation tests than their monolingual

peers, matched for age, sex, intelligence, socioeconomic status,

and previous education experience. That is, their level of cognitive

functioning was at a more advanced stage because of enriched

environmental experiences.
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Ianco-Worrall (1972) also found that young bilingual children

were at an advanced stake of cognitive functioning in the area of semantic

development. Children from four to eight years of age were presented

groups of three words orally, and were asked to pick the two which

belonged together. The bilingual four-to six-year-olds in her sample

made more selections of words that belonged together semantically while

monolingual children relied more on phonology for their choices. For

older children there were no differences in the number of semantic

choices, suggesting a temporary advantage for bilingual children in

this task. In the Piagetian tasks too it would be relevant to know

whether the advantage in cognitive functions for bilingual children

could be maintained through later stages of development.

Immersion Programmes in Canada

Bilingual education programmes in Canada, especially those

started in more recent years, have been concerned about the effects of

bilingualism on intelligence. Because of the desire that bilingually

instructed students not fall behind their monolingually instructed

peers in academic performance; evaluative components have been incorporated

into many bilingual programmes.

Immersion programmes are directed toward children of English

and French-speaking parents who want their children to become fully

bilingual in Canada's two official languages. For example, in a French

immersion programme, children have the opportunity to use the new language

(i.e. French) as a tool for communication. Barik and Swain (1972; also

3wain and Barik, 1973) discuss this a: one of the main reasons for



implementing second language instruction as early as possible, and in

an intensive way. The following is , qe model of a French Immersion

programme: during kindergarten and grade one,the teacher uses only French

and the children, who initially speak only English, gradually replace it

with French, the language of instruction in the classroom. The

curriculum is generally the same as other programmes at the same grade

level and information about French culture is added. One hour each day

.1f English language arts is introduced in grade two and the programme in

English is gradually increased in successive grades until French and

English are used equally. By grade five, the programme is half English

and half French.

Barik and Swain's evaluation included a comparison group of

Ottawa students who had received instruction for twenty to thirty minutes

each day in French as a second language. After statistical adjustments

for age and I.Q. differences, testing at the end of grade one revealed

that the French immersion group scored higher in aural comprehension of

both French and English. No differences emerged in mathematical ability

which was measured in English but the immersion group was behind in

English word knowledge, discrimination and reading. Lambert, Just and

Segalowitz (1970) reported similar lags early in an immersion programme

and also observed that they disappeared by the end of grade two. Considering

that no instruction in English had been given at this stage, the lags were

not very surprising and the transfer from French to English had been

remarkably great. Performance of the French immersion children on tests

standardized for native French speakers was in the low average range.

A similar evaluation, conducted by the Ottawa Separate School

&arc; (Edmirdz C41sr1,, 0 1971, c-mnared the effectiveness of
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teaching French to English- speaking pupils for seven'-y-five minutes per

day, fez twenty to thi.1ty minutes per day, or through an immersion programme.

Pupils in grades three through eight were in twenty to thirty minute

second language teaching periods, while those in grades one and two were

in the two more intesive French programmes.

The French immersion programme in the Ottawa Separate School

Board delays the introduction of English language arts to grade three,

but begins teaching religion in English in grade one. In addition, in

kindergarten, instruction may be in either language so that the immersion

programme does not formally begin until the first grade, u'len parents

have the option of enrolling their children in the seventy-five minute

programme or the immersion classes. In comparison to the seventy-five

minute programme, more of the students in immersion classes had received

French instruction in kindergarten. In addition, the French immersion

classes contained fewer students of neither French- nor English-speaking

backgrounds than did the seventy-five minute programme. Beyond these points,

there were no descriptive differences between the groups entering the

two experimental French programmes.

The only differences' which emerged in the test performance of

the primary grade students were not surprising. The seventy-five minute

group excelled only on some of the English language subtests, while the

immersion group had higher achievements in French. Both programmes

yielded satisfactory performance in French and the immersion group was

able to transfer its French instruction to English tests.

Perhaps the most interesting finding was that primary students

in the more intensive French programmes had attained as great a knowledge

of French as senior elementary students who had been instructed in French

for several years for twenty or thirty minutes per day.
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A report by Burstall (1972) indicated that eight-to thirteen-

year-old children in .:nglanu, learning French as a .second language for

twenty to thirty minutes daily, show no deficits in English vocabulary

skills or other areas of the curriculum. In summary, twenty to thirty

minutes of French instruction has no detrimental effects, although this

evidence suggests that it is not the most effective method of instilling

French communication skills.

There are further indications of the success of the French

immersion programme. After being in a grade one French immersion class,

the pupils were as accurate and efficient in decoding and encoding messages

in both French and English as were matched monolingual pupils in the

two languages (3amuels, ale; mads and Lambert, 1969). Giles (1971) reported

above average performance in tests of verbal ability throughout elementary

school for students in a French immersion programme. Spelling problems which

had been anticipated did occur in the earlier rrades but decrenood later.

Lambert et al. (1970) used novel techniques to test French

immersion students after grade one and two in o,mparison with menolingually

instructed French and English-speaking pupils. word association tests

in French, immersion students gave similar numbers and types of associations

as t:e monolingual students. As judged by native French speakers,

immergLon students' knIwiedge and pr,-)lunciatiDft -Nf French ph:.nemes

was rated aerk,,i7e t, g.-d. The immersion class was also al-.1e to create

intelligible stories in French, although they had more grammatical errors

and somewhat poorer expression than the French control group.

The authors stress that the experimental French Immersion

-1.1ss was nsA select and L],ve.; c tw childrr:n t.

have "perprptua2 pr-Nblems " Even these tw- progressed at a normal speed.



:Ley add .;..t* 1:rhal._ the pr,iii.de an equal.

..%rt,inf: pint:. are more nearly

alike. However, ha: Le en very little research on how individual

difference: rclaQ t.o purfermance in an immerion programme.

Although the developmental patterns of bilinrunlly and

noun u:tll :: in.:!ructed children are different in the early elementary

rrad.:::, due to differences in languary emphasis at this stage, introducing

a second languare inten,t-ively t.o younr, chiadren appears not to have any

1.wtinf7 ,letrimental effect.. on academic r.erforriance. It effectiveness

in achievinc: bilinrualism feem:: rather impressive.

Two Jnrucces::ful Pilimual Programmes

Tw relatively lar.7e 2cale Lilingual education programmes suggest

that an intensive mcc l cannot be universally applied. Both have been

ee.tabli,.hed f tiLc; %nu tr toachiur tw official languages. Their

re ,A11-,: at fa ,e value do ant favour bilinrun lizm, although other factors

such m!,y Le involven.

In Acadi-., 1, v.% nti%, Chinz.-on (1904 attemptef: to find out

whether tilin,maliT. wa.; an a...-et cr a handicar the native French-

:peakinr, Ltuden#,: learninr Thu children were in rradeo four

to :lin. and mon -;11nru:II LI,viish-sp.aakin,.. children were included as a

control ,-rout . F-r the LiiinRur.1 children, French was their native language.

All childran completed the Pln+ner :ton- Verbal I... Test, and the American

school Achievement :Qr4",. Ditri from two counties, Richmond and Inverness,

were examined .:eparately.

-
bIlin:ual, there were, sirnificant differences between monolinrual

ard id lin taI. student:. in th.! .cnIor rrader. However, in Invernecs

.CoInty, tie re:-.11 -"'WQ 1.,., Lqfferencev
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favoured the bilingual students. Despite their intellectual advantage,

the bilingual tlud,2ntr ecer,,,d 1Dwer than the monolingual students in

many achievement subtests in the lower grades and by grader seven,

eight and nine were still behind in some verbal subteets, namely,

Paragraph, Sentence and Word Meaning, and Reading. They were ahead

In some of he Arithmetic cul!te2ts.

It should be mentioned that the monolingual pupils of both

Acadian counties also scored below Lhe national norms on most parts of the

achievement test. In other words, none of the groups examined was

really performing as well as desired, but the bilingual students, on

the whole performed worse than the monolingual children. Although

the author discusses several reasorri for the performance levels,

including poor attendance records, inadequacy of teacher training

and supplies, community attitudes, overenrolment, and an unusually

heavy reading load especially in bilingual classrooms, the fact

that all tests were administered and completed in English, the second

language of the bilingual pupil-, could alro be a contributing factor.

Chlass7iri als: describes smc ;f differon,ces between the

successful teaching see-rid languages in European countries and the

relative failure in .:cadia. She attributes the success :if European

methods t . their relevance and interest for the pupils, to delaying

lastructin until the mother tongue has be,_tn. mastered (usually grade

three ,r fpur), and to the excellent teacher training specifically

geared toward bilingual instruction. At the time 'f evaluation,

Ifva .20-tia lacked all of these.

In Ireland, the .7i4uation iL! unilue. At time when

over ninety per cent of its population was monolingual Englishspeaking,

the Irish language was reinstated (tion.tmara, 1966) . The result was that

English was still the language of the country was learned only
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in school for political and cultural reasons. Since 1921, with the

establishment of the Irish Free State, the method, time and value of

introducing Irish into the curriculum has been a major eontroverry (although

until Macnamarats publication, neither side had considered providing experi-

mental support for their views). In 1963, a Commission for the Restoration

of the Irish Language recommended continuation of the balance of forty-two

per cent instruction time in Irish in the first six years of primary

schooling including extended use of Irish for teaching ether subjects.

Macnamarals research was confined to an examination of achievement

in English and Irish language and in arithmetic which constitute the major

emphasis of the curriculum in the primary grades. His conclusions may be

summarized briefly as follows: native speakers of English taught in

Irish have a poorer command of written English than students in England,

and of written Irish than native Irish-speaking students. The native

Iriea speakers have the lowest performance in written English. In

arithmetic, native English speakers taught in Irish are behind in

problem solving ability but not in mechanical arithmetic which is less

dependent on language. The analysis was carefully controlled for such

extraneous factors as age, I.Q., sex, socioeconomic status and teacher

experience and qualifications.

Outside the realm of bilingualism, many factors were offered

by Macnamara to account for the differences in test performance between

Irish and British students. Test sophistication, motivation, environmental

experiences, test bias and teaching methods were among these.

Perhaps another factor not mentioned but worth considering is

the opportunity to use the two languages. English is the language of the

working pc..pulation; Irish is stressed in school. Conflict is thcr,_foro

inherent in Irish education and motivation to learn the Lecond nation:11

language is likely to be low. For the children of Ireland, the outcome is

hardly encouraging, but exposure to two languages alone may not be responsible.
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Attitudes and Motivational Factors

ae20:::T;entc.. of bilingual education projects discurred ro

far have dealt almost exclusively with achieving language goals and

academic success. Considering the importance of changes in attitudes

toward and understanding of other language communities, and chanres in

self awareness and self worth as possible by-products of a bilingual

education system, it is surprising that these social influences have

not received much attention in mazy research studies.

Peel and Lambert found that the attitudes of the bilingual group

from French-speaking backgrounds toward English-speaking people were more

favourable than were the attitudes of the monolingual French-speaking

children. Although it would he very nice to conclude that one's attitudes

become more positive as one learns more about another group's language

and culture, there can be another interpretation since no pre-measures

of attitudes were taken. Favourable attitudes might encourage learning

the new language. Possibly, both forces are in effect simultaneously.

Positive attitudes toward the members of the other language

group are an important aspect of successful language learning since they

strongly influence motivation. Gardner (1968) distinguishes between

Integrative motivation, the desire to interact with members of the other

language community, and instrumental motivations the t,) get ahead

in sch.»I or in a job. Although instrumental motivation is sufficient

f:r using a language to some degree, perhaps in a mechanical or rate

way, the desire tc integrate or interact is more likely to increase the

ability to communicate successfully and fully in the language.

Bark man (IY.?) cites as evidence a study by reirdner and Lar_lert c!

that students with integrative motivation achievLd tyc at' s s;it!ce.7).; ih

their second language than th. sc with instrumental m-,tiv,atl

A learner's motivation may be influenced i.y mav
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In different ways. For example, parents who actively cupport the

acquieition of a second language by encouraging their child to etudy it

are ffectiag instrumental motives. Their passive role, their attitudeo

tsward the community whose language the child is learning, is selewnet

mere subtle but is important in developing integrative motives. In very

euch the same way, teachers, peer groups and the cemmunit: mey affect the

motiveti,n to learn a new language.

Two Types of Children Learn Second Languages

Eivally important in influencing whether or not an individual

will become bilingual must be the attitudes of the target language group

teward the learner's language community.

At this point, it is necessary to distinguish between two

types of students who may become bilingual. So far in this paper, .aly

the persen wL already speaks the dominant language of the country

when he begins school, has been considered. For example, the English-

speaking child in Ontario, or in the United States, or the French-speaking

child in -.3!uebec, er the Spanish-speaking child in Noxico would fall into

*hie ceeeery. Thece individuals might have ehe op` ion of learning

eecenc lenguege e* come poin- in eheir schooling. Their zecond lnnguage

will ueually be one of 'heir own or their parents' choice.

The second category is filled by those who begin school speaking

only their native language which is a minority language of the cruntry.

Examples are abundant: the Italian-or German-speaking Canedian, the

Spenish-or Indian-speaking American, and the Englisn-speaking Mexican

represent only a few. For these groups, it is compulsory that they

acquire a second language. They must learn the dominant language of their

eeeetry as so ea as possible when they start attending eche 1 in erdor to

funetlea successfully in the world outside of their hIme
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The Immersion Model for Minority Language Students

In an over-simplified analogy, these minority language group

children are entering an immersion programme in the dominant. language.

The analogy is over-simplified because the differences are very

significant but often not reflected upon.

The first difference is that there may be only a single

minority language child in one classroom. This means that he alone is

struggling to learn a new language in addition to the contents of the

curriculum which are presented entirely through a medium foreign to him.

Everyone else,required to cope only with the curriculum contents, is at

a relative advantage. Therefore, in contrast to the situation in the

immersion programmes previously considered, all children do not begin ai the

same starting point. The minority language child is behind. Second,the

curriculum and teaching methods are not specifically designed to teach

a new language, but only to teach content material. The child must

therefore grasp a new language and culture osmotically. Even though a

child's first language appears to be acquired through osmosis, the

second is rarely (Perren, 1972; Vygotsky, 1962).

A third difference, which is a consequence of the first two,

is that the child is missing the contents of the curriculum presented in

a language which is foreign to him all the time that he is learning the

language of instruction. This is also true if he is taken out of his own

class until he has learned the language. School failure is an almost

inevitable consequence and evidence to support this outcome is sadly

abundant (Cottrell, 1971; Mbdiano, 1966; Gudschinsky, 1971; Keith, 1969;

I:ICOA report, 1969; Valencia, 1970). The child's native language arA

potential bilingualism serve as a handicap to his educational performance.
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In speaking of minority language children, Seeley reminds us:

"It is important for the teacher to realize that the
ynIng -- pupil does not live in a language vacuum.
He has been raised and learned to communicate in
a highly developed and satisfactory language. He

has a full commitment to this language and all
that it implies. He :us, as a result of that
language, a fully developed set of concepts,
a way of categorizing things and a way of
thinking."

(Seeley, 1971, p. 9)

CicesofeLanonseuerag.
What are the consequences for the minority language child?

It is not necessary for him to be bilingual; the message he receives is

that it is sufficient to speak the language of the school. He is

almost being asked, albeit in a subtle way, to reject his native language.

Furthermore, since language is an integral part of culture, rejection of

culture may easily accompany language rejection.

Of course he may still become bilingual and bicultural through

encouragement from outside his educational environment. Moving back

and forth between two languages and life-styles, especially the latter,

may at times be very difficult if the appropriate behaviours tied to each

are inconsistent. For example, a girl whose culture teaches her to be

silent and submissive in the presence of adults could easily be accused

of insolence in the classroom when she fails to answer.

Another serious consequence is that parents often complain

when their children neglect their culture, lose respect and even refuse

to speak their language (Meyerson, 1969; Brault, 1964; Levine, 1969).

The conflict exists not only within the family; but extends to the

relationship between parents and the school which is seen as the agency

pulling children away from their parents. Although the school's influence
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may be no more than to praise a child for speaking the language of the

school and to fail to understand his native language; the following

quotations reveal feelings of disruption, anger and resentment:

"When society forces a youngster to use a second
language and to forget his mother tongue, it is
tearing up roots and disrupting his innermost
stability."

(Jenson, 1962, p. 136)

"How ranch it hurts a child to have his own language
ignored in a class of strangers probably never will
be measured by the social scientists."

(Lind, 1973, p. 10)

"Resentment is assured, as expressed by a graduate
of SnA Antonio, Texas school system: 'Schools try to
brainwash Chicanos. They try to make us forget our
history, to be ashamed of being Mexican, of speaking
Spanish. What they succeed in doing is making us
feel angry and empty inside.'"

(Ramirez, 1973, p. 139)

Or perhaps a feeling of worthlessness will prevail. Recently

Chief Dan George expressed fear that his minority group may be able to

contribute nothing to Canadian society.

"And now you hold out your hand and you beckon me to
come across the street. Come and integrate you say.
But hew can I come? I am naked and ashamed. How
can I come in dignity? I have no presents. I have
no gifts. What is there in ray culture you value?
My poor treasure you can only scorn. Am I then to
come as a beggar and receive all from your omnipotent
hand."

(George, 1971, p. 13)

After having subtle negative messages reinforced for several

yearn, the student when he reaches secondary school is permitted,

ironically, to begin to learn a second language, possibly his first

language. Often his native language is not in the list of acceptable

teaching subjects. Even it lad-ial ndvantave 13 lost
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since it is unlikely that the student still has his original fluency in

his first language. Furthermore, if there are any siblings in the home,

the children will be even less likely to speak their parents' language

(Clyne, 1970). Clearly this is not an efficient method of attaining the

desired goal of bilingualism.

Trend Toward Native Language Programmes

In North America, a recent trend has been to start native

language programmes with young children. Teaching more than one

language to younger children is not a new phenomenon. Many European Counties

start their pupils on the path to multilingualism quite early, usually

after they are firmly established in their native language. Such

a procedure is almost essential because of the close proximity of

different language groups in separate countries and because there is often

more than one official language within a country (Chiasson, 1962). For

example, in both Belgium, with two official languages, and Switzerland

with four, primary school instruction begins in the mother tongue which

may or may not be one of the official languages. After a sound base

has been established in the mother tongue, and when the child is still

in primary school, a second language, one of the official languages is

introduced gradually as the medium of instruction. Often a third

language is also begun before a student enters secondary school.

In North America the situation is quite different. There

are so many different languages represented that it is not feasible to

make them all official and expect everyone to learn them. The Federal

Government, through policy and money, has recently given increased

encouragement and support to French-English bilingual education in

Canada. Support of multiculturism is n different component of the

Federal Government's thrust.
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Teaching in other languages, usually the native languages of

minnrity groups, has very recently been introduced in North America.

The United States amended its legislatir'n and on January 2, 1968 signed

into law an act permitting bilingual education. Gaarder has indicated

that the office of education has interpreted bilingual education officially

to mean:

"...the use of two languages, one of which is English,
as mediums of instruction...for the same student
population, in a well organized program which
encompasses part or all of the curriculum, plus study
of the history and culture associated with a student's
mother tongue."

(Gaarder, 1970, p. 164)

According to Andersson and Boyer, the act is intended to:

"...conserve our language resources and to advance
the learning of the child, irrespective of
language. It seeks to make learning the objective
of the classroom, using other languages in
addition to English to accomplish this objective."

(Andersson and Boyer, 1970, p. v)

Ramirez (1970, 1973) suggested that teaching in thr native tongue be

introduced for one or more of the following reasons: to permit a student

to advance in other curriculum areas without falling behind while he is

learning the national language and hopefully thereby to reduce the rate

of dropping out later; to reduce the conflict that may arise between a

child and his parents over language usage and cultural involvement; to

enable or increase communication between parents and teachers; and, to

teach and respect both languages and cultures. If fulfilled, these

goals represent some of the advantages of second language programmes.

The enthusiasm and potential impact generated by the Bilingual

Education Act are expressed in the following quotation:
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'It is encouraging that after centuries of imposing

conformity, the diversity of the American culture is

being realized and molded into a creative force

rather than left as something to shame or at best

patronize. The mother tongue is the best medium

for a child to learn...before English and the

American culture are introduced. Children feel

more secure and the parents, whose words and

ways are no longer demeaned, are more positive

in their ideas of education for their children...

The child in this kind of learning situation

can become a literate, an advantaged bilingual,

rather than a confused failure with substandard

command of both languages."

(Meyerson, 1969, p. 526)

Minority language groups must feel comfortable with the

motivation behind native language instruction. An offer of native

langurge instruction may be viewed as an attempt by the dominant lalguage

group to maintain their advantaged status quo, since knowledge of English

is compulsory for successful competition in North America. For example,

it is because of suspicious feelings of this nature that the American

Council of Sioux Indians has prevented instruction in the Sioux language.

As part of the ingredients necessary for success, Benton reflects,

"Bilingual schooling, as part of bilingual education,

presupposes an environment in which both languages

are respected, and in whicn an informed understanding

of the cultures which lie behind the languages is

present or is sought."

(Benton, 1973, p. 14)

As long as these conditions of mutual concern and respect cannot be met,

and suspicions not laid aside, native language programmes cannot be

successful. Distrust and negative attitudes are therefore possible

disadvantages of native language programmes.
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Early Experiences in Non - English- Speaking Nations

In offering instruction in native languages for minority

language groups, the United States has followed the example of some of

the Spanish speaking nations to its south. Gudschinsky (1971) describes

three early experiences with native language programmes. In the Peruvian

jungles,because Indian pupils were not learning when taught only in

Spanish, some of the Indians themselves were trained to be instructors

in their own language. Pupils spent two years learning to rend and

write their native language and then a third year in transition to

literacy in Spanish. After these three years, they entered regular

Peruvian classrooms continuing to use texts printed in both Spanish and

the vernacular Indian for two more years. Only after these initial five

years did they follow the regular curriculum in Spanish. While there was

no formal evaluation, success of the programme was inferred from the number

of graduates, some of whom even went on to university.

A second example, in Quechua Peru, followed a very similar plan

but the transition to instruction entirely in Spanish was faster. In

Quechua too, success was measured by the decrease in the number of

pupils who dropped out of school. In addition, the academic achievement

of the students who began with native language instruction was superior

to those who had received monolingual Spanish instruction.

South Vietnam was the third region described by Gudschinsky

to implement native language teaching for Highland people in order that

they might benefit from their educational experience. The results were

similar: fewer studerts dropped out of school, and they were more fluent

in the national Vietnamese language than were former Highland graduates.
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Even withbut formal evaluation, the Success of these programmes

was obvious. Gudschinsky discusses several factors which he believes

were responsible for the success. The programmes carried the support

and understanding of the entire community and the teachers were, for a

change, members of the same community. For new students, the cultural

shock was minimized and the child's sense of personal value and identity

could be augmented. The pupils were able to develop a habit of success

rather than failure because basic concepts in content subjects were

developed in the mother tongue. Fluency in the child's own language

was fully used in learning the skills of reading and writing and the

focus on the mother tongue actually contributed to second language

learning since reading skills could be used as a learning tool.

Modiano (1966,1972) investigated the efficacy of a comparable

programme in Mexico. Specifically, she was interested in whether

students who were first taught to read in their native tribal language

would later read Spanish, the national language, with greater understanding

than students who were taught entirely in Spanish. On two independent

measures, the bilingually instructed students in three separate tribal

areas surpassed the monolingually instructed pupils. A greater

percentage of the students who were taught first in their native

language were rated by their teachers as being able to understand what

they read in Spanish, and the same group scored higher in a reading

comprehension test devised by Modiano so that its content would be

culturally relevant.

Modiano believes that reading in the mother tongue involves

acquiring a single skill, associating written symbols with familiar oral

symbols. On the other hand, learning to read in an unfamiliar language

requires the additional skills of learning new words, sounds and meanings.
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The La=age in Which Reading is Introduced,

(l9 &) demonstrated that good readers, regardless of

language and orthography, show remarkably similar characteristics in

the skill involved in reading. This adds some weight to Modiano's

belief that reading should be introduced in one's native language.

Gray measured eye movement patterns, and frequency and duration of

eye fixations during both silent and oral reading. His description of

reading as perceiving words, grasping meanings, reacting to what is

read and applying the ideas acquired, is also independent of language

or script.

Consistent with Gray's research, is the transfer of reading

skills which was observed in the French immersion programmes. It

should be noted however, that in the French immersion programme,

reading and writing begin in the children's second language and not

their mother tongue. Clearly in learning to readpother factors besides

the native language must be in effect simultaneously.

The programmes described both by Gudschinsky and Modiano all

introduced reading in the native language. However, reading has not

been isolated from other factors, namely that all other information

was presented in the native language. It is therefore not possible

to conclude for these programmes whether it is better to introduce

reading in a child's native language or in a second language. To

resolve this issue, one would have to compare the effectiveness of

two programmes: one in which reading was introduced in the native

language; the second in which reading was introduced gradually with

the second language, with all other conditions remaining constant.

In reviewing the literature, no comparisons of this nature were found.
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Other aspects would also need to be considered before deciding

in which language reading should be introduced. For example, it may

depend on the two specific languages involved. Gray describes three

forms of written representations: word-concept or ideograph; syllable-

sound or syllabary; and letter- sound. Whether transfer would be easier

I,Q,ween two languages within the same representational form than between two

different forms is an important, but unanswered question. Instances of transfer

reported so far have been between French and English, Spanish and English,

and Spanish and Indian languages which are all letter-sound representations.

Even within a single representational system, transfer may occur more

readily between languages that are more similar in pronunciation and

vocabulary. Clearly more information is needed in this area.

Native Language Programmes in the United States

In the United States, during the first year of funding under

the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 alone, seventy-six native language

projects were started. Some of these use the mother tongue as a bridge

to ease the transition to English as is the ease with the programmes in the

non-English-speaking countries mentioned above. The range in organization

within the seventy-six programmes is quite great, however, and the other

end of the continuum also exists: complete bilingualism for both

minority and dominant language groups and continued instruction in both

languages. Some indication of the variety in models and types of

organization of bilingual education programmes can be found in reports

by Gaarder (1967), LaFontaine and Pagan (1969), Ott (1968), and Ayala (1971).

Gaarder (1970) feels that unfortunately, very few programmes

have fully qualified teachers, or persons who can fairly and fully
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represent two cultures since they themselves are products of a system

which the Bilingual Education Act was meant to correct. Many of the

instructors themselves have had little or no formal training in their

native language and may have been embittered by their own educational

experience.

The ingredients for successful bilingual programmes.in

schools can be stated briefly:

"community support, well prepared teachers, adequate
resource materials in both languages, and opportunities
to use both languages outside the school gates."

(Benton, 1973, p.14)

The ingredients sound simple enough, but as we shall see, many of the

native language programmes in the infant stage have had some difficulties,

although initial evalua.ions show some promising results.

Most of the minority language Americans are Spanish -- speaking

and consequently the second language projects in the United States are

concentrated in the Spanish language districts. Ainsworth and Christian

(1970) report on a Spanish and English kindergarten programme with

bilingual teachers and aides who gave most of the instruction in Spanish.

Testing revealed gains in both Spanish and English vocabulary by the end

of the year. From taped conversations, the general impression gained was

that verbal fluency increased and scores on the Draw -a --man test suggested

that general intelligence also increased.

Unfortunately the major message informs researchers of the

difficulties involved in testing children of that age level and since no

comparison groups were tested, it is not possible to determine how

significant the advances really were. some of the testing itself was rather

peony administered further reducing the meaningfulness of the results.
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All testing was conducted in the classroom with serious distractions, and

the people who tested and interpreted the children's speech were

untrained and did not use standardized or consistent procedures with all

the children. The results emphasize the need to involve the teacher in

the evaluation of a programme of this nature for young children and

rely at least partially on observations of natural classroom situations.

Keith (1969) and Muller and Leonetti (1970) summarized

evaluations of another elementary Spanish-English bilingual programme.

This programme, in New Mexico, stressed the understanding and

appreciation of cultural heritage by aiming toward fluency in both

Spanish and English and building positive self concepts. From kindergarten

through to grade three, the students stayed with the same instructor.

Each year of the project, in the areas of mental ability, learning

readiness, academic achievement, student attitudes and parents' attitudes

an3 involvement, the bilingual group was assessed in comparison with both

traditional and experimental English programmes. In the "experimental"

English programme, while instruction was in English only, a bilingual

aide was present to assic in comprehensi-,n when needed.

At the end of the fourth year, there were no differences on

any mental ability or academic achievemeLlt measures among the three groups,

and any lags the Spanish-English classes had deulmstrated mid way in the

project had disappeared. Considering that all testing vas carried out

in English, the. initial lags of the bilingual group are not surprising

since they had still received relatively little English language instruction.

The fact that they did catch up is notable, and again reminiscent of

Lambert's results with French immersion programmes.

Since Muller and Leonetti stated that their self concept data

could not be meaningfully interpreted, no valid information on this aspect
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pareats attitudes and contacts with the school. Parents from experimental

groups expressed more favorable attitudes and had more involvement with

the programme than did parents with children in the traditional programme.

Parental involvement took the form of parent - teacher conferences, teacher -

claw demonstrations, home visitWions, instructional workshops and

parent study groups.

In another study, Skocaylas (1972) found that after two years

of bilingual instruction with equal time for Spanish and English,

Mexican-American pupils had more favorable self images than did

monolingually instructed Mexican-Americans. Their skills in oral English

did not differ but the bilingually taught students ranked higher in

Spanish oral ability. On a primary mathematical test in English, however,

the control group scored higher. Perhaps the bilingual class had been

taught mathematics in Spanish, and had not yet mastered the same content-

specific concepts in English. Because the English language skills of the

two groups were not different, it is likely that the lag of the experimental

class was temporary. The need for longer term follow-up evaluations and

for controlled separation of testing from language is once again made

clear. The main advantages of this programme seem to be in personal

development and maintenance of the native language.

Another programme in New Mexico (Cordova, 1970) concentrated

on teaching in both Spanish and English for four years, beginning in

kindergarten,to Spanish-speaking children only. Evaluations included

tests of achievement and parental involvement and attitudes. At the

end of grade one, students in the regular programme had made greater

gains in achievement test scores but by the end of the following year,
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there were very few differences and neither thtt regular nor the

experi7,ent.al programme children were consistently ahead. The parents

of students in the bilingual programme had contacted the school more

frequently than the other parents but did not differ in their attitudes

toward education.

Another project in California was directed at improving

Spanish and English language skills by providing home instruction before

kindergarten for eighty Spanish-speaking children (Bilingual Education

Project, 1972). After six months of instruction in English as a second

language, the children were taught equally in Spanish and English.

The school curriculum for kindergarten to grade two reinforced the

development of skills in both languages, while the eighty children remained

together. No English-speaking children were included in these classes.

The report contains only descriptive and no evaluative information.

Zirkel (1972) describes and evaluates a set of programmes for

Puerto Ricans in grades one to three in Connecticut. The first, a

bilingual model, involved Spanish instruction for a significant part of

the curriculum with English presented as a second language. The second,

a quasi-bilingual model, had children receiving only limited instruction

in Spanish for a short period each day by an itinerant teacher. The control

group, enrolled in a regular programme, received instruction in English

as a second language.

The bilingual group showed more improvement over the regular

control class than did the quasi-bilingual group. In grade one, their

self-concepts were more favourable and in grades two and three, on

academic measures in both Spanish and English, they scored higher.

Furthermore, as determined by interviews, parents of children in the

bilingual programme were better informed about the nature of the programme

their children were in.
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attrIb.,aLle tc Spanish thstruction time is not ascertainable from the

information provided since other maj:r discrepancies also existed in

conjunction with this detail. For example, instructor discontinuity,

that is, switching teacners Lack and forth for young children, is one

maj.)r distinction which must be considered as a possible contributor.

A second factor is that if thP regular teacher in the quasi-bilingual

model did not understand Spanish, his pupils were effectively in a

"regular" programme for a substantial part of the time, that is, the

pupils had to rely on English in the prose: of that teacher.

lot all bilingual programmes have been set up during the

school year. A short-term summer programme (UCCA Report, 1969) was

developed for Spanish-speaking children who had already been branded

as learning problems for one reason or another. After six weeks of

cultural, educational, social and recreational experiences, English

and Spanish test scores had increased significantly, and fewer students

remained in the "academic risk" category. Even this very short experience

helped the students to recognize and value their own culture, and stresses

the needs of minority groups or minority language community children which

are often not met by a regular school programme.

lot all bilingual education programmes in the United States

are directed toward Spanish-speaking children. For example, in Utah,

Navajo Indians comprise a significant part of the population, and in

twenty-two per cent of their homes, English is never spoken (Cottrell, 1971).

Before a native language project was introduced, these children generally

had been kept in grade .)ne f.,r an extra year sJ, that they could catch up

in speaking and understanding English. T1.0. rtim of the bilingual
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education programme was to prevent this automatic academic retardation,

to Guild are positive self images, and to involve and communicate with

the parents. English was taught as a second language while curriculum

content was presented in Navajo.

The Navajo children in the project were compared on self image,

oral English and a readiness test, to both an English speaking .group and

a Navajo control group. However, the latter group had significantly

more contact with the English-speaking majority before and outside of

school. In performance, the Navajo children in the experimental

project ft11 between the other two groups but did not differ significantly

from either group on any measures. However, the Navajo controls did have

poorer self-images than the English controls and also fell behind them

on som' of the academic measures. These results suggest that the project

Navajo children were somewhat better off with initial instruction in their

native language since in a regular programme it would be expected that

their performance at best would be like that of the Navajo controls.

One-Kralarlus Two-Way Bilingual Programmes

The above projects had in common the aim of using the native

language as a bridge to make, for example, Spanish-speaking children

fluent in English. They did not also involve teaching Spanish to English-

speaking pupils; that is, the bilingual instruction was one-way or in

one direction only.

A one-way language programme would be easier to carry out

since language teaching is directed toward a more uniform group. Imagine

a two-way language programme in which Spanish-speaking children were

learning English at the same time that English-speaking children were

learning Spanish. In this situation, a different approach from that in
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a one -way programme would be necessary to prevent each group from

bec.ming reutiess or bored while sitting through the elementary lessons

v. 1,1.1,,uq,-e. repreaer.t an advarltap.e

for one-way programmes, it does indicate a need to consider the two as

different from the point of view of curriculum. For both, a bilingual

teacher would be necessary.

Which programme is more desirable must depend on the goals

of the programme and the ability to have it implemented, based on legal

and administrative considerations. If the programme is used strictly as

a bridge to eventual instruction entirely the dominant language,

directing attention only toward the minority language group would be a

practical approach. However, even with a transitional goal in mind, it

might still be an option to include some dominant language children in

the class in order to increase the amount of English used. Under these

conditions one would expect the dominant language children to acquire a

minimal and fleeting knowledge of the minority language since teaching

the minority language is not a goal. A transitional programme would be

temporary; once the gap is bridged instruction continues only in the

dominant language.

If the goal is to maintain the minority native language, a one-

way programme might again be expected. Unlike the transitional programme,

some form of instruction in the native language is continued. If terminated,

this maintenance programme in practice becomes transitional. It should

be noted that the opposite is also possible; if a transitional programme

is continued, it may become a maintenance programme.

:4;111r: neg%t4vc -f :n'y mln.rlty in- 'up

might be, for example, the development of the a-1-.1.1u that one's native
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language is not significant enough for the dominant language group to be

concerned with. Separation of the two groups may emphasize this aspect.

If the !-,al is bilingual!sm in bcth directions, a two-way

programme might be expected. A two-way language programme is likely to

imply respect for each other's language and each other, and is most

likely to foster favourable attitudes among language communities. However,

the effects of intergroup contact on attitudes has not been resolved.

In a iition,in relation to the bilingual programmes this issue has not

received much attention. Another factor to consider is that a two-way

programme which has the support of more than a single minority language

group, may be more likely to continue.

From the literature reviewed, in the United States, one-way

language programmes seem to be more common, a possible reflection of more

complex administrative and curriculum procedures with two-way programmes.

There are some programmes which do come somewhat closer to

offering bilingual education for two language groups simultaneously, that

is, a two-way model.

Valencia (1970) documented an experimental kindergarten programme

aimed toward three different language groups in Nebraska. The programme

had three components: oral English instruction for speakers of non-

Standard English; reinforcement uf concepts in the native tongue, either

Spanish, Sioux or English; and oral Spanish instruction for all English-,

Spanish- and Sioux-speaking children. Vernacular instruction with the

Sieux-Americans had to be carried out informally because The American

Council of Sioux Indians opposes instruction in their native language.
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To determine the effects of the programme, tests in English

oral language achievement, Spanish oral proficiency and intergroup

t;1..1p.! in ..he experimental

programme. A control group of children nto exposed to the experimental

programme was also tested. In English, all the mean scores favoured

the experimental group, although only their pronunciation was signifi-

cantly better than that of a control group. Gain scores over time were

also greater for the experimental group.

The results of oral Spanish fluency testing must be viewed

cautiously both because of the instrument itself and because of the

scoring indices used. It is probably safe to conclude that both English

and Spanish speaking pupils improved in Spanish- speaking ability.

Measures of intergroup attitudes taken before and after the

programme revealed that attitudes were quite positive initially, and did

not change significantly in the course of the programme. Parental

attitudes toward education and their expectations for their children

were also quite favourable. There were no significant differences in the

way the parents of experimental and control children answered their

questionnaires.

Because the time of operation was limited to one year at the

kindergarten level, it is difficult to assess the programme accurately.

However, for the same reasons, the small gains in oral English ability

are probably very significant.

In San Francisco, a bilingual-bicultural education project was

initiated for both English-end Spanish-speaking children (Dillon, 1971).

Each group '4,12 taught the ether's lancrlace e r;!crnd lr:n7lakre r.r

three years from kindergarten through to grade two. Children were

tested in troth their native and their second languace.
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In the native language, gains were greater for the English-

speaking children, and in the second language, for the Spanish-speaking

cthor ,L11 ch-lire. advanced more in English than in

4hnish. All advances were however average or better than average for the

period of interest. Dillon suggested that the greater gains in English

proficiency could probably be attributed to the influence of out-of-the-

classroom experiences whinh would have been predominantly English. To

offset these outside influences, Dillon felt that Spanish instruction

should be stressed to encourage truer bilingualism.

Comparisons it% oral. English were made wi*h children

enrolled in another programme, the District bilingual programme, for

which no description was offered. The :panish-speaking children

in Dillon's project ranked higher in kindergarten and grade one but by

grade two the two groups of Spanish speakers did not differ. More

meaningful comparisons could have been added by testing some children

from the same background in regular classrooms and by including some

description of the District bilingual project.

Spanish-and English-speaking children in Colorado are also

learning each other's languages from bilingual teachers and aides.

Simmonst(1971) final evaluation report, however, leaves much to be desired

as it is more nearly a document of how not to conduct an evaluation.

none of the children had ever been in a test situation before, the group

tests were too difficult, and children copied answers. Furthermore, the

tapes of children's speech were inaudible due to technical problems and

no comparison groups were included. In other words, no objective measures

of the programme's success are available. Nonetheless, the instructors

and directors all felt subjectively that the programme was worthwhile and

should be Perhaps late: ?-a:ua#,Loas wolAd be more informative.
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The ideal in a bilingual educational model is perhaps well

represented by r,oral Way (Gaarder, 1967 and 1972; Valencia, 1969).

H1,1:' ha:: no rTtlea

but to become bilingual; the other half are English-speaking American

children whose parents,by opting for the programme,displayed a desire

to have them become bilingual. Gaarder and Valencia indicate that the

programme instructors are well qualified in both languages and have the

full support of both the community and the administration. Based on

measures of achievement, by the time students have reached the fifth

grade, they were learning equally well through either medium, Spanish

or English. The plan for the future is to continue using both languages

as instruction media at least throughout elementary school.

Overview of Native Language Programmes in the United States

"The bilingual programme...recognizes that children of .minority

language groups have languages and cultures worth cherishing and sharing".

(Sampson, 1971, p. II). Teaching minority language community students,

who had not been deriving maximum advantage from the educational system,

in their mother tongue was introduced as a compensatory measure and from

the information available, apparently has been a successful technique.

At least no clearly negative results were reported in any of the projects.

The main positive effects seem to be enthusiasm, increased parental involve-

ment, increased positive feelings of self worth for the children in the

programmes, as well as increased fluency in their native language. As

expected, lower levels of achievement in English, in comparison to suitable

control groups, were often found. Generally, these lags were temporary,

and disappeared after several years.



Throughout the descriptions and discussions of the various

pr.,j,scts, one cannot help but notice the enthusiasm with which the

qtrits and educators alike. Often where books

were not available in the student's native language or even about his

culture, whether for reasons of budget or supply limitations, students

and teachers together enthusiastically created, recorded and transcribed

their'own reading materials. Where bilingual instructors were not

readily available, paraprofessional community members were brought in to

assist in language aspects of class routines (LaFontaine, 1971).

Another interesting finding associated with the bilingual

programmes is that parental involvement has been higher than with regular

instruction programmes (c.f.,Cordova, 1970; Muller and Leonetti, 1970).

One exception to increased parental involvement was noted by Picchiotti (1969).

Parents were not particularly well represented at Open House and paid very

few visits to the classroom. Their lack of response was partly attributed

to their satisfaction with the programme, and to the expense of public

transportation for these welfare recipients, but not to a lack of interest.

Furthermore, the parents were kept informed about the programme by a school

community representative.

In other words, administrative complexities, especially in the

primary grades where most of the programmes are concentrated, can be

greatly reduced by ardent and imaginative instructors, and a supportive

community. These seem to be the most important ingredients for success.

Unfortunately since very few of the reports are really complete

from a research point of view, that is, descriptions, evaluwions and

comparisons of curricula and programmes, it is not possible to say which

methods or models are most effective. In some cases, evaluations lacked

the appropriate and necessary comparison or control groups 'lle:-eby
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limiting the generalizability of the results. In other cases, the reports

"ail to describe the actual programme in detail making comparisons between

-r t .1.0 .. :;t11: .'thtr oaotlo, evaluations were not carried

out or.were inadequate.

Fishman (1970) has criticized the bilingual education campaign

for being an anti-poverty programme. Although necessary, he feels that

it is insufficient because bilingual education should be available to

all, not just the poor. To have it available to all, at the very least,

would entail more two-way programmes.

It should also be noted that this is the inverse of the

situation with French immersion. Many of the students enrolled in French

immersion programmes, at least in Ontario, are from the middle socio-

economic groups. Some educators have expressed concern about the ability

to generalize the French immersion situation to lower socio - economic

groups. In the native language programmes most students are from the

lower socio-economic groups. These sampling factors make it difficult

to generalize the effectiveness of both types of programmes.

Funding is, of course, a necessary consideration. A full

bilingual programme requires at the very least an adequate supply of

curricular materials in two different languages. Often these are not

even obtainable in the target languages.

Even if one project did get off the ground, duplication might

not be possible because of lack of additional funds. This situation

could be frustrating both for a School Board and for communities desiri:L6

such programmes. Restricting programmes to the lower grades and to only a

sL%gle /aaguage group would also imply reducing the money necessary to

fund a project but this could convey the impression that one language group
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favoured. 'Funding from outside agencies through research

grants is usually temporary and often insufficient to meet

The fact trat most of the projects are temporary or short-term

introduces a new dimension to the problem: the effects of taking the

native language instruction away from pupils who have had it for two,

three or four years, or the effects of taking it out of the community

after a single age group has gone through a single cycle of the programme.

:Ione of the programmes give any indications of where its graduates

will eop whether they will return into traditional classrooms or will

continue to receive instruction in two languages. In the long run, more

harm than good might come if they were suddenly robbed of what was

fulfilling their needs, although the effects might not be discovered for

several years. Community reaction would probably be severe if programmes

were ended abruptly. Stopping the programmes would also contradict any

intention of creating advantaged bilingual students.

Another consideration is that a programme must fall within legal

bounds. For example, if a school administration act allows instruction

in only certain languages, many qative language programmes could not

be implemen:ed.

The Situation in Canada

Very few examples of native language programmes, al. least

the public educational system, were found in Canada. The legislation

governing languages used in teaching is quite specific. In Ontario,

section 21, subsection (e) of the Schools Administration Act, under the

duties of teachers, states:
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"(e) in instruction and in all communications with the
pupils in regard to discipline and the management
of the school,

(I) to use the English lunguage, except where it is
impractical to do so by reason of the pupil not
understanding English, and except in respect of
instruction in a language other than English when
such other language is being taught as one of the
subjects in the course of study, or

(ii) to use the French language in schools or classes
in which French is the language of instruction
except where it is impractical to do so by reason
of the pupil not understanidng French, and except
in respect of instruction in a language other
than French when such other language is being taught
as one of the subjects in the course of study."

Because the above act is characteristic of other Canadian

provinces, and because French and English have been endorsed as Canada's

two official languages, programmes such as the immersion programme, in

either English or French, are not only legal, but even encouraged.

However, at the same time, native language programmes for non-French

cr non-English-speaking elementary school pupils are not generally

available. For the most part, they are not even legally feasible.
a

One province, Alberta, officially altered its Education Act in

April 1971 (Sampson, 1971) to permit instruction in languages other than

French and English, and to allow other languages to be taught as subjects

or to be used as media of instruction, provided that instruction in

English is given simultaneously. To date, no school board in Alberta

has implemented any programme in which another language (other than English

or French) is used for instructional purposes, although some consideration

is being given to introducing studies in which the Cree language may be

used for instructional purposes. However, since the education of many

1 Lamoureux, P.A., Associate Director of Curriculum, Department of
Education, Province of Alberta, Personal Communication, Oct. 29, 1973.
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native Canadian Indians falls under Federal jurisdiction, there may be

different provisions for native Indian language programmes.

The Situation in Toronto

In Toronto, the situation for ethnic community citizens is

beginning to change. Their demands for maintaining their language and

cultural traditions are being heard. They have already taken the initiative

in orgamtzing after school classes for their children and are demanding

school timL to teach native languages.

The extent of interest in second language programmes in the

City of Toronto is reflected in a recent survey of parents of almost 39,000

public school children.
2

The survey revealed that eighty-five per cent

of the respondents would enrol their children in an optional French

programme or wish their children to continue taking French. In a

section concerned with languages other than English or French, it was

discovered that forty-four per cent would enrol their children in an

optional "foreign" language programme. While some of this latter response

was for a language as yet another subject in the curriculum, (i.e. Russian,

Latin) most of it was the expression of interest in native languages and

cultures by Toronto's ethnic groups.

In a project underway at the present time in the Metropolitan

Toronto Separate School Board, a handful of recent Italian immigrants from

eight to thirteen years of age are receiving instruction in their content

subjects in Italian while they are learning the English language as a

subject (Henderson and Silverman, 1973). The project was approved by

reason of it being impractical to use the English language because all the

students did not understand English.

2 Background information and the results of this survey are eumarized
in Appendix A.
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The two year programme is currently in its second year,

and evaluations are still in process. Contrary to some expectations,

the students are all highly motivated to learn and use English even

though their teacher would understand them if they relied on Italian

to communicate. Basal measures of I.Q. and achievement were

established during the first year for both the experimental and

a control group of Italian background children. Italian translations

of tests were used. Measures of English language achievement will

be obtained in the second year of the project.

The evaluators felt that some of the greatest advantages

of the programme were the ones most difficult to assess objectively.

For example, one boy who joined the experimental group only for

the English language instruction period, was a quiet non participant

in his regular classroom, but active, talkative and happy in

the experimental group. Observations of this nature, even if

informal, are probably the type that generate enthusiasm for native

language programmes.

The Toronto Board of Education recently introduced one

experimental project in the fall of 1973, and two others are

expected to start in March, 1974..

The first project is a two-year transition programme

starting in junior kindergarten for children of Italian background.

The programme will rely on the children's native language and

cultural experiences as the teacher initially will communicate

mainly in Italian. English will be introduced gradually over

the two-year period of transition. Both the teacher and the

educational assistant are bilingual and they will remain with

the same children throughout senior kindergarten. A research
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component is associated with the project; descriptions of both the

sample and the programme and evaluations are underway.

By the third year of school, it is expected that the

children in the transition programme will be ready for the regular

Grade 1 programme in which they may begin to read and write in

English. It should be noted that this feature was shaped, in .part

at least, by legalistic considerations. Before the transition

programme was implemented another proposal by a Toronto teacher

was presented to the Board for consideration. This proposal included

the introduction of reading and writing in the child's mother tongue.

However, it was discovered that this would not be in accordance

with the Schools Administration Act. Modifications were made to

make the proposal legally feasible while attempting to preserve

most of its features. 3

Recently, the Ministry of Education has approved two other

one-year experimental projects, at the elementary school level.

One project involves instruction in Chinese culture and language,

while the other is in Greek. In both cases the programmes will

run for twenty to thirty minutes per day.

Other examples of special programmes for minority language

children may occur on the initiative of individual instructors

but no records of these instances are kept. It is clear that the

trend toward bilingual education is growing and "realizing dreams

that were always there. That dream [of bilingual education) has

3 Both proposals are discussed in a report to the Toronto Board which also
contains general guidelines to follow Wigan considering proposals
for the study of languages other than English or French at the
elementary school level (cf. Board Minutes May 3, 1973 pp. 316-318).
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been decamt ever since the days of the Pilgrimi, because they came

exactly in order to maintain themselves as they were rather than to

change, and so did many groups since then. That has been &their] dream

and it is high time that it came to be realized ... for immigrants and

their caldren and grandcialdren." (Fishman, 1970, p. 56)
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SUMMARY

It is clear that before a second language programme can be

introduced, several factors concerning the language environment must

be considered: whether or not the second language is the child's

native language (i.e., mother tongue); what languages are available

and to what degree in the home, in the media and in the school; what

attitIldes various community groups have toward the secoud language

and the prograuwe.

Some indication of the extremes of community reaction to

proposed native language programmes is provided in Appendix B. The

arguments from both sides must be heard and considered. Second

language programmes, especially native language programmes, require

the cooperative effort of not only the educators and parents, but

also the other community members, in order to be successful. Also

to be included in the list of factors which must be resolved before

second language programmes can be implemented are administrative

complexities and financial and legal considerations.

The goals of any second language programme must also be

given careful consideration. It is necessary for parents, instructors

and researchers to know whether the goals are to have the children

d,,velop some degree of conversational competence in a language,

to teach them to read and write a language independently of

speaking it, to enhance the self worth of the pupils, to develop

an appreciation and understanding of culture, whether their mother

culture or a=nother, or to develop fully bilingual inc .viduals by
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maintaining the native language or by teaching two official

languages of a country, for example, French and English in Canada.

Many combinations of these coals are possible.

The immersion model has been successfully applied with young

children to achieve the goal of bilingualism in Canada's two official

languages, English and French. In accomplishing this goal, immersion

programmes, which provide intensive instruction in the second language,

have been significantly more effective than less intensive programmes

(e.g. 20 - 30 minutes per day).

Many children begin school in North America speaking a

language which is the minority language of the country; Italian-

speaking Canadians and Spanish-speaking Americans represent two

examples. Many programmes utilizing the child's native language

recently have been implemented in the United States.

Although many of these programmes are referred to as

bilingual projects, it is often difficult to determine whether full

bilingualism is actually one of the goals. In many cases, there is

no indication of how long instruction in the native language will

continue or how much time will be devoted to each language. Often the

native language is used on a short-term basis to bridge the gap for

instruction in English, to enhance the students' positive feelings

about himself, his language and his culture, or to prevent academic

failure.

In other words, many programmes have been established for

very pragmatic reasons. Furthermore, testing conditions, materials

and procedures were often inadequate, and in many cases, the samples

involved were small. As a result, the literature to date is both
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confusing and incomplete; thus, there are no satisfactory answers to

mnry quo Lions of a theoretical nature. This paper has attempted to

organize information about some of the issues raised in connection

with bilingual programmes, such as, the age at which a second language

in introduced, the issues surrounding the separation of the contents

of two languages, the relationship between intelligence and bilingualism,

and the relationship between motivation, attitudes and language learning.

In spite of the fact that few issues can be resolved at

this stage, some of the results are clear, and there are some concrete

indications of the ingredients necessary for successful second language

programmes.

From an academic point of view, the results may be summarized

as follows: the children in native language programmes attain a

greater knowledge of their mother tongue than those in traditional

programmes. Children in immersion programmes successfully learn two

languages, reinforcing the idea that young children can easily master

more than one language. Generally, students also progress satisfactorily

in all regular areas of curriculum and initial lags in the dominant

language, when measured over longer periods, disappear in most cases.

It would seem then, that seco.ld language programmes are an

advantage. In the case of immersion programmes, they can produce

bilingual individuals and in the case of native language programmes,

individuals with positive feelings toward their own language and

culture. The alternative may be an individual who rejects his

mother tongue and culture, leading to conflicts both in the home

and the school. There is also some indication that children learning
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two languages have greater cognitive flexibility than their monolingual

counterparts.

The degree of bilingualism attained by students in second

language programmes may vary with the emphasis in a programme. The

results of the immersion programmes in Canada clearly indicate that

bilingual fluency can be attained in an intensive language programme.

In native language programmes, however, the relationship between

intensity of instruction and linguistic fluency has not been investi-

gated, possibly because bilingualism has not always been the goal of

these programmes. Native language programmes have taken a variety of

forms: some have used the native language on a short-term basis;

others have attempted to maintain some degree of fluency in the native

language: still others have been two-way programmes, offering instruction

in two languages to two language groups simultaneously. Each variety

implies different goals, organizations and outcomes.

Consistent with these variations is the emphasis of evaluation.

Thus, immersion programmes heve stressed linguistic and academic

achievement. Some evaluations of native language programmes have been

directed as much or more toward non-academic and non-linguistic aspects,

to be more in line with their goals.
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SURVEY OF INTEREST IN FRENCH AND OTHER LANGUAGES:

Background

The following is an extract from the minutes of the

Toronto Board of Education dated December 14, 1972:

"(a) That a city-wide survey be conducted to determine
the varying needs for French instruction in the
Toronto Public Schools to serve as a basis for
future planning of programmes.

(b) That a comment be included on the first page of
the survey form to the effect that, if the number
of French teachers is increased, in most cases
there will have to be a corresponding decrease in
teachers in other areas."

(Board Minutes, December 14, 1972)

The original form of the city-wide survey on French

instruction was amended by the Board on January 18, 1973, to

include a section concerned with languages other than English or

French. The following questions were incorporated into this section.

"6. If an optional course of 20 minutes per day were
offered in a language other than English or French,
would you enrol you child in this programme?

YES NO

7. If you answered 'yes' to question 6, in what language
would you prefer this instruction to be?"

(Board Minutes, January 18, 1973)

The cautionary notation stating that programmes in French

will not necessarily be implemented was generalized to refer to

other languages as well.

The survey form and covering letter to parents,
I
was distributed

to the pupils, in Junior Kindergarten to Grade 7, during the month

1 This material is presented on pages 65 and 66.



of February, 1973. In addition to the English version, translations

in seven other languages were distributed.

Data from the survey were contained in two separate reports

to the Board in early May, 1973. One report, from the School Programs

Committee, focused on the implications of the survey results for

French instruction. The second report from the Educating New.

Canadians Committee, dealt with the feasibility and the implications

of implementing foreign language programmes and contained general

guidelines to be followed when considering proposals for the study

of languages other than English or French at the elementary school

level.

Survey Results

Return Agte

Throughout the City, completed questionnaires were obtained

for 38,787 pupils (in A to grade seven inclusive). Since the total

enrolment for this group was approximately 57,600 pupils (based on

November, 1972 enrolment), the city-wide return rate was 67%.

Res..nse to tional French or =i =71 e 'roe ammes 20 Minutes

Per Day

Incorporated into the survey were two general questions,

one asking whether parents would enrol their child in an option French

Programme (20 minutes per day) and the second dealing with an optional

programme in a language other than English or French.

Briefly reviewing the city-wide results, it was discovered

that:

(a) 85% (n = 32,876) of the respondents would enrol their
children in an optional French Programme or wish their
children to continue taking French.
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(b) 44% (n = 16,949) would enrol their children in an
optional "Foreign Language" Programme.

Since 85% of the respondents would enrol their child in a

20 minute French Programme, for many respondents the information

obtained was for a foreign language "as well as French". In other

words, the results suggest that many respondents wish English, French

and another language.

In analyzing the results according to the six academic

areas,
2

the requests for French varied from 94% in Area 6 to 75%

in Area 3. The requests for foreign languages went from 51% in

Area 2 to 40% (Areas 5 and 6).

Response to 20 Minute vs. Immersion Frenck for Kindergarten Pupils

Parents of children in Junior Kindergarten had a choice

of expressing interest in two French programmes: the 20 minute per

day programme and the total immersion programme.

Briefly reviewing the city-wide results, it was discovered

that:

(a) 82% (n = 1,828) of the JK respondents would enrol
their children in a 20 minute per day French
prugramme.

(b) 36% (n = 813) would opt for the total immersion
French programme.

(c) 18% (n = 411) would enrol their children in an
immersion programme if it were available at a
nearby school and they were responsible for
arranging transportation.

These results suggest that roughly 50% (411 of 813) of the parents

who indicated a preference for the immersion programme would arrange

transportation to enable their child to participate. It should also

be noted that in 13 schools thrmghout the City, 50% or more of the

respondents answered "Yes" to the question on total immersion.

2 Based on reorganization on July 1, 1972, the school system was
decentralized with a geographic division into six academic areas.



Response fofi Apecillc Larmuages

Parents who expressed interest in an optional Foreign

Language Programme were also given the opportunity to indicate their

proforred language(Z) (Question 7 of uhe survey). The distribution

of responses according to specific languages is summarized in Table 1

for the city and for each academic area.
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TABLE 3.

NUMBER OF REQUESTS* FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES PRESENTED
CITY-WIDE AND FOR THE SIX ACADEMIC AREAS

(THE LANGUAGES ARE PRESENTED IN RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO THE CITY-WIDE REQUESTS)

Academic Area

Language City-Wide
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6

Italian 4060.0 297.0 1716.0 826.5 332.0 637.0 247.5

German 3049.5 590.0 254.0 174.0 536.0 658.5 837.0

Spanish 2549.5 337.5 271.5 183.5 448.5 409.5 899.0

Greek 1536.0 126.0 275.5 165.0 533.5 334.0 102.0

Chinese 1139.5 64.5 39.5 461.5 331.5 82.0 160.5

Portuguese 952.5 385.5 198.5 314.5 22.0 20.0 12.0

Latin 521.0 74.0 75.5 40.5 96.0 107.5 127.5

Ukrainian 448.5 314.5 48.0 18.5 23.0 31.5 13.0

Russian 374.0 77.0 25.0 16.0 32.0 59.5 164.5

Polish 369.5 272.5 36.0 8.0 30.5 10.0 12.5

Hebrew 94.0 1.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 73.0

Yugoslavian 60.5 20.0 13.5 5.0 12.0 9.0 1.0

Japanese 51.0 9.0 7.0 1.0 9.5 19.0 5.5

Hindi 43.0 7.0 7.0 4.0 11.0 9.0 5.0

Maltese 16.0 13.0 2.0 0 0 0 1.0

Other Languages** 283.5 71.0 27.5 24.0 68.5 44.0 48.5

Not Codeable*** 1664.0 218.0 338.0 297.0 340.0 252.0 219.0

TOTAL 17212.0 2877.5 3337.5 2544.0 2831.0 2693.5 2928.5

* Since some answers listed more than one language, the first listed received a code
of one, the second a code of one-half (0.5), as did the third listed.

** Includes all other languages, not meeting the criteria of at least ten requests
per Academic Area.

*** Includes all answers involving non-specific languages, (e.g., "any )anguage ").
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QUESTIONNAIRE BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1111101/01~MMRMagNiINEWMPOPP

SECTION 1 PLEASE ANSKR THE PART (A,. B, OR c) THAT APPLIES TO THE CHILD WHOSE NNE IS

MIRED ABOVE.

NC A

Answer only if child is entering senior kindergarten in the fall of

I. if an optional, French Program (20 minutes per day) were offered in your

school for kindergarten pupils, would you enrol your child in this program?

2. If an optional, total immersion* program in French wore offered in your

school for kindergarten pupils, would you enrol your child in this program?

3. if the total immersion* program wars made available at a nearby school and

you were responsible for arrnting transportation so that your Child could

attend, would you still enrol him/her in this program?

11111.11101141.

A total immersion program means that all instruction in kindergarten and

grad. 1 is given in French. in grade 2, English is introduced and increased

in grades 3. 4, and S until instruction is given 50 per cent in English and

50 per cent in Preach.

1973.

Yes No

Yea

I= ED
Yea No

I I

PART B

Answer only if child is entering grade 1, 2, 3, 4, or S in the fell of 1973.

4. if en optional Trench program (20 minutes per day) ware offered in your

school, would you enrol your child in this program?
Yes No

E-7

PART C

Answer only if child is entering grade 6, 7, or 6 in the fali of 1973.

S. If the regular Trench Program (20 minutes per day) were made optional

next year. would you want your child to continue taking French?

I
Yes
I

No

SECTION II THIS SECTION IS CONCERNED WITH YOUR WISHES FOR A COURSE TO BE OFFERED IN A

LANGUAGE:OTHER THAN ENGLISH OR FRENCH. ONCE AGAIN, THE SLRVEY IS NO GUARANTEE

NAT THE CHOICES MADE mu. BE INTRODUCED IN THE SCHOOLS. IT SHOULD BE NOTED

THAT AT THE PRESENT TIME THE ONTARIO MINISTRY OF EDUCATION DOES NOT PROVIDE

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR COURSES IN LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENICUSH AND FRENCH IN

THE ELEFENTARY SCHOOLS.

6. If am optional course of 20 minutes per day were offered in a language other t"---1 LJ
than English or Trench, would you enrol your child in this program? Yes He

7. If you answered "YES" to question 66, in what language would you prefer this

instruction to bet
11,11WINMINIMI.INIMI
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SURVEY OF PARENT INTEREST IN FROLIN INSTRUCTION

TO THE PARENTS OF PUBLIC SOIXL. PUPILS
art t400.

At present, French instruction is offered in the public schools

of the City of Toronto to all pupils in regular classes from grade S to

grads 8 inclusive.

For a number of years, the French Department has recognised the

need for greater flexibility in the kinds of programs offered in order to

meet the varying needs for French instruction as expressed by parents in

different parts of the City. In some areas, parent groups have requested

a downward extension of the French program to grade 1;.. in other parts of

the City, linguistic and cultural problems related to English as a second

language have been of major concern to the pupils and parents.

Under the present conditions of increased parental demands for

more French in some localities on the one hand, and of severe budget

reotrictions on the other, it seems to be an appropriate time to survey all

paients concerning their wishes with regard to French instruction and to

use the results of the survey as a basis for future planning. It should be

clear that the serve is DO uarantee that the choices made will be introduced

in the schools. Any changes resulting from the survey will depend on competing

demands for money and personnel.

The questionnaire on the back of the page has been prepared so

that each question may be answered with a check. mark (v.01) in the corresponding

box. Space has been provided at the end of the survey for any comments you

might wish to add. One survey form should be completed for EACH child in your

family who will be attending elementary schoolt that is senior kindergarten to

gpad# 8. in the fall of 1973.

Since the various choices will require a personal commitment on the

part of the student, it is hoped that be or she will be involved in the decision

making process. This is particularly true of pupils enrolled in grade 6 and 7

at the present time.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE BACK, AND RETURN IT TO THE

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL BY mEtamita2431222,

Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

RONALD E. JONES,
Director of Education.
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APPENDIX B

On December 6, 1973, the Toronto Star printed the

article headlined: "Toronto schools try-out: Wells okays

courses in Chinese, Greek."

On three separate days "Voice of the People" carried

letters which commented, negatively and positively, on this

article. This material is reproduced on the following pages.
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Teach students English
not Chinese, he says
To the editor of The Star:

The Toronto Board of Education's
proposal to introduce instruction in
Chinese and Greek at selected pub-
lie schools (Dec. 6) is an indication
that some members of the board do
not understand the purpose of ele-
mentary schooling.

A primary education is supposed
to equip a child with some of the
basic skills required to become a
successful member of society. Con-
trary to what Trustee K. Doc Yip
suggests, it is absolutely essential
that a child growing up in this
province not only it aster the Eng-
lish language but also be aware of
Canadian cultural values. These
things are important because, like
it or not, they still represent the
facts of life in Ontario.

The business of government, com-
merce. and industry is conducted in
English; government publications,
magazines, major newspapers,
books, the theatre. the cinema, the
universities, legal documentsall
use English.

As an educator, every day I face
products of the school system who
are unable to read, write. and
speak acceptable English. I feel
especially sorry for some of the
ethnic students because. although
they are often top performers,
many of them cannot find good jobs
upon graduation. Employers just do
not want to be bothered with people

who can neither communicate ef-
fectively nor relate to their fellow
Canadian workers.

I cannot help but feel that any
progr;:x which de-emphasizes basic
studies at the primary school level
renders a disservice. New Canadian
parents are being misled if they
think that the teaching of their
particular language and culture will
help their children adjust to life in
Canada. F. R. FOULER'S

Toronto

`No special treatment
for New Canadians
To the editor of The Star:

Minister of Education Thomas
Wells gave permission to teach cer-
tain ethnic languages and cultures
in some Toronto schools

Undoubtedly this is just a first
step.

I can understand the desires of
new Canadians to maintain links
for their children with their comi-
ties of birth. But since they chose
to come to Canada in the first
place, they must expect to adopt a
fair part of the Canadian way of life
for their children.

These ethnic groups should take
the same interest in this country
that others hise in the past. They
have contributed to the enrichment
of this country without needing ape-
dal treatment.

Surely these ethnic groups can
take the pride in themselves as
people and in their families to ar-
range their own heritage and cul-
tural development without official
government programs.

I can say all this because I am
also A new Canadian.

G. S. DENT
Toronto

`How far with
this experiment?'
To the editor of The Star:

I live in an area with people of
many ethnic backgrounds.

Now the Greek parents have per-
mission to have special classes in
Greek language and culture during
regular school hours (Dee. 6). Ac-
cording to the news report, this was
decreed by the Ministry of E
Lion as an experiment.

Where does experimentation take
off and the real thing come in?

In the meantime, what about the
tett of its?"

Mrs. Y. SUYAMA
Term
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Don't isolate New Canadians, educator says
To the editor of The Star:

I am very disappointed with Min-
ister of Education Tom Wells' deci-
sion to approve Greek and Chinese
language and culture to be taught
in the schools during regular school
hours.

How irresponsible! You cannot
isolate new Canadians by giving
them false security and make them
different from other school children.

New Canadians must integrate.
They must mix with other children
and the sorrier that occurs the bet-
ter it is for them.

I speak not only as a teacher of
English to New Canadians but, as
one who has lived the experience of
being a New Canadian student, and
I can identify with their problems.

Instead of isolating the new Cana-
dians and teaching them their own
language and culture, why doesn't
Wells expand the Teaching English
as a Second Language program in
areas needed? By providing more
teachers and materials and by
teaching them the English language
and Canadian culture they will fit
into the regular classroom of the
school sooner and feel more com-
fortable with other children.

It appears that Wells has not I
balanced his decision logically or
wisely; instead he seems to be
grasping for votes from the immi-
grant communities by appeasing
certain factions rather than concen-
trating on what is the best for the
New Canadian child's development
emotionally, academically, and psy-
chologically.

FOTINI YAROSRUK
Scarborough

`Wrong philosophy
for an educator'
To the editor of The Star:

As a participant in a meeting
earlier this year in which the pro-
posal to teach courses in Greek in
two Toronto schools was explained
to a group of concerned citizens by
some of the educators who drafted
the proposal, an interesting insight
into the philosophy of some of our
educators was revealed.

When asked: "What is the com-
mon language of Toronto?" one ed-
ucator replied: "There is no com-
mon language; there are 55 inden-
tifiable languages."

When asked: "Then what lan-
guage would a Portuguese man and
an Italian man communicate in?"
the same man said: "They would
not communicate."

If this is the type of thinking
behind current educational pro-
grams in Toronto, then God help
our children.

The man who made these state-
ments takes real pride in develop-
ing this new program, now ap-
proved by minister of education
on an experimental basis for two
Toronto schools.

TOM SMVTH
Toronto

`Teaching of foreign
languages shocking'
To the editor of The Star:

I am shocked at the recent deci-
sion to teach Chinese and Greek.
cultures and languages in Toronto
public schools.

I have always felt that I should
bring my children up as Canadians*
first preferably bilingual as Canada
is bilingual and because this is the
country where they are probably
going to live and work when they
grow up.

I also feel that it is my ma
responsibility to teach them about
their heritage. This is not the com-
munity's or government's responsi-
bility.

Now the government has decided
to step in at the request of some
people who do not have enough
faith in this country to commit
themselves to bring their children
up as Canadians and who seem to
need help in preserving their herit-
age.

Hit. VAN LOENEN
Toronto
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